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Abstract
Data mining has proven to be very useful in order to extract information from
data in many different contexts. However, due to the complexity of data mining
techniques, it is required the know-how of an expert in this field to select and use
them. Actually, adequately applying data mining is out of the reach of novice
users which have expertise in their area of work, but lack skills to employ these
techniques. In this paper, we use both model-driven engineering and scientific
workflow standards and tools in order to develop named S3Mining framework,
which supports novice users in the process of selecting the data mining classi-
fication algorithm that better fits with their data and goal. To this aim, this
selection process uses the past experiences of expert data miners with the ap-
plication of classification techniques over their own datasets. The contributions
of our S3Mining framework are as follows: (i) an approach to create a knowl-
edge base which stores the past experiences of experts users, (ii) a process that
provides the expert users with utilities for the construction of classifiers’ recom-
menders based on the existing knowledge base, (iii) a system that allows novice
data miners to use these recommenders for discovering the classifiers that better
fit for solving their problem at hand, and (iv) a public implementation of the
framework’s workflows. Finally, an experimental evaluation has been conducted
to shown the feasibility of our framework.
Keywords: Data mining, Knowledge base, Model-driven engineering,
Meta-learning, Novice data miners, Model-driven
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the profusely use of information and communication tech-
nologies has led to an exponential growth of generated data. Data come from
everywhere: social networks, educational platforms such as e-Learning Man-
agement Systems, sensors within Internet of the Things (IoT), open data from
the public sector, among others. These are enough evidence to state that this
“datification” process [1] leads to a “big data” world. Consequently, data is cur-
rently recognised as an essential asset useful for gaining insights and supporting
decision making process in many domains. More and more professionals with
data analysis skills are therefore needed, the currently known as data scien-
tists [2]. These professionals require mastering techniques and technologies to
extract knowledge from data, such as data mining. Data mining and Knowledge
Discovery is defined as the process of applying data analysis and discovery algo-
rithms to find knowledge patterns over a collection of data [3]. The application
of data mining techniques has been tested to be successful in different fields
such as educational context [4, 5, 6], economics [7], energy supply sector [8] or
IoT [9].
Data mining is an intrinsically complex process [10, 11] that requires, among
other tasks, selecting the most suitable data mining algorithm for a given
dataset. Due to the fact that there is no single algorithm that performs best on
every dataset, as stated by the “No Free Lunch” theorem [12], many experimen-
tation and expertise is required for identifying the best algorithm depending on
the features of each dataset, so novice data miners can be overwhelmed. Con-
sequently, obtaining reliable and useful knowledge from data mining requires
the know-how of an expert in order to determine what data mining techniques
and parameters-setting are appropriate for being applied to the data sources
according to user’s requirements and the features of the data.
In this paper, we consider two different kinds of data miners, i.e., expert
data miners and novice data miners:
Expert data miners They are professionals that master the process of apply-
ing data analysis algorithms to find knowledge patterns over a collection
of data [3]. To do so, they have wide expertise on data-preprocessing, data
management, and advance statistics.
Novice data miners They are professionals who have expertise in their work
domain but without full algorithmic skills to make the most of data mining.
These novice data miners require novel approaches that support them in
selecting what algorithm is better to apply on their input datasets [13, 14].
Currently, there exist many tools addressed to perform the data mining
process but very few are focused to support novice data miners to assess data
mining algorithms and select the best algorithm for a dataset at hand. To fill
this gap, this paper defines a framework named S3Mining, which stands for
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“Supporting Selection of Suitable data Mining algorithms”. It is based on the
meta-learning concept: applying data mining algorithms on meta-data (meta-
features) extracted from previous experiments in order to better understand the
behaviour of such algorithms and know which are the most suitable in solving
different kinds of problems [15], i.e., meta-learning searches for the correlations
between meta-data and the performance reached by the algorithms.
Our framework relies on the collaborative spirit of the open science initiative.
According to [16], open science can be defined as “transparent and accessible
knowledge that is shared and developed through collaborative networks”. Open
science thus implies research data sharing and stewardship to automate the
generation of knowledge bases in different fields of research [17]. Interestingly, a
recent study [18] argues that researchers are willing to share data due to a variety
of factors, such as (i) regulative pressure by journals and normative pressure at
a discipline level; and (ii) perceived career benefit and scholarly altruism at
an individual level. Therefore, our framework is a convenient open science tool
that allows expert users contribute with their knowledge and experiments, while
novice users learn and develop their skills in the data mining field by applying
these techniques on their datasets.
An overview of our framework is shown in Figure 1. Expert data miners
launch experiments on mining models with the aim of storing their results along
with meta-features extracted from the input structured data in a knowledge base
(KB). Of course, this KB can be incrementally enriched from executing mining
experiments performed by expert users over time. This KB provides informa-
tion for building data mining recommenders which enable novice data miners
to obtain an algorithm or a ranking of suitable algorithms, considering the type
of data mining technique they are interested in and given the problem domain
to be solved1. It is worth noting that data pre-processing techniques are re-
quired to handle outliers, missing values, and data transformations. Expert data
miners can pre-process data by themselves, but novice data miners need sup-
port. We would like to point out that dealing in detail with data pre-processing
techniques is out of the scope of this paper, thus assuming that datasets are
already pre-preprocessed by an expert user. However, we would like to high-
light some interesting approaches that could be incorporated in our framework
for data-preprocessing (labeled as “external data pre-processing” in Figure 1).
For example, the approach presented in [19] performs data pre-processing in
an automatic manner with the support of meta-learning, while an approach for
pipelining methods to facilitate further automated data pre-processing in pre-
sented in [20]. Also, there are domain-oriented data preprocessing approaches
for characterizing automated data pre-processing such us the approach presented
in [21] for environmental data.
Therefore, our framework has three main workflows: (i) expert data miners
1In its current state, our framework has workflows for recommending classification data
mining algorithms but, of course, it could be extended so the data contained in the KB can
be used for making recommendations of other type of data mining techniques.
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Figure 1: Overview of our framework
perform mining experiments to populate a knowledge base containing meta-
features and classification models, (ii) expert data miners build an algorithm
recommender that uses all the required information from the knowledge base,
and (iii) novice data miners use this recommender to apply the suggested algo-
rithm over their own dataset.
Such a framework must be formally defined at the same time that uniformity
of information that is manipulated must be kept. Also, this framework should
be independent from a specific database management system that manages all
information with the aim of being easily reused. Likewise, all the process of ex-
tracting meta-features from data mining experiments, building a recommender
and supporting its use should be formalised. To this end, we have developed
our S3Mining framework by using some well-known standards and tools coming
from (i) model-driven software engineering [22, 23], and (ii) scientific work-
flows [24, 25].
This paper is therefore a step forward to support selection of classification
algorithms for novice data miners, making it easy to learn and acquire expe-
rience in data mining by using both model-driven engineering and scientific
workflow standards and tools. Specifically, there are four main contributions
that complement our previous work that focused on non-expert users [26]:
1. An approach to create a knowledge base that collects all the information
about what an expert data miner considers relevant for applying data
mining algorithms to data sources.
2. A process that provides the expert user with utilities for the construction
of data mining recommenders based on the existing knowledge base.
3. A system that allows novice data miners to transparently use the recom-
menders in order to discover the classification algorithms that better fit
for solving their problem at hand.
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4. A public implementation of the workflows in Taverna2, which are available
on the Web3.
Finally, we test the flexibility and feasibility of our proposal in two experi-
ments. The first one is focused on educational data mining [27, 6] (application
of data mining in the educational context), an area of research with a great
relevance due to the growing use of e-learning platforms in all education levels.
The second one is addressed to general purpose data mining, and it has been
conducted with datasets coming from UCI repository4.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The related work is
addressed in section 2. In section 3 the different elements of our framework
are introduced, along with a detailed description of them, while the conducted
experiments are described in section 4. Finally, conclusions and future work are
sketched in section 5.
2. Related work
This section summarizes some of the most important works related with
our approach. Despite Knowledge Discovery for Databases (KDD) has grown
immensely and attracted more focus from both research and industry in the
last years, few tools have been developed in order to assist data miners in their
job. Current data mining tools allow users to manually build KDD workflows
and select each step from a large pool of possible solutions but they do not
guide user to decide which algorithm is the best for a certain purpose, for
instance. Furthermore, if we join this shortage with the recent high demand of
data scientists, the proposal and implementation of intelligent data assistants
(IDA) oriented to this goal must be investigated.
User-friendly data mining has emerged as a challenge in recent bibliogra-
phy related to support novice data miners. Some user-friendly approaches are
focused on providing interactive systems, an adaptive and effective communica-
tion between human users and computer systems [28] where the user is guided
through the data mining process. FIU-Miner [29], is an integrated system that
facilitates users to conduct ad-hoc data mining tasks. It provides a user-friendly
GUI to allow users to rapidly configure their experiments. Dimitropoulos et
al. [30] proposed another scalable, user-friendly, and interactive data mining
platform, designed for analyzing large heterogeneous data sets. The main draw-
back of these systems is that they require expertise on KDD process, since they
focus on easing the application of different techniques in each step of the pro-
cess. Therefore, novice users with little knowledge of data mining could not take
advantage of these approaches. Additionally, there are some proposals that are
intended to assist novice users in applying data mining focused on some specific





genomic sequences, allowing the extraction of gene features from an annotation
file while controlling for several quality filters and maintaining a user friendly
graphical environment. In [32], a specific user-friendly tool for applying data
mining in biology is proposed. Specifically, authors provide biologists with tools
to investigate the associations between genes and encoded proteins. In the edu-
cational field, some of the authors of this work, developed ElWM [33], a web tool
with the aim of helping instructors involved in distance education to discover
their students’ behavior profiles and models about how they navigate and work
in their virtual courses offered in Learning Content Management Systems, such
as Blackboard or Moodle. A extended version of this tool is described in [34].
There are other proposals that have addressed the issue of assisting users
in business intelligence tasks. The so-called “self-service” business intelligence
aims to enable non-expert users to make well-informed decisions when required,
by letting them navigate “situational data” in a “surf and save” mode [35] i.e.,
data that have a narrow focus on a specific business problem and, typically, a
short lifespan for a small group of users. This solution is focused on “On Line
Analytical Processing” (OLAP), and more advanced data analysis techniques
(such as data mining) are overcome.
Also, it is worth noting that there are several data mining ontologies that
could be used as a basis of intelligent techniques for applying data mining al-
gorithms.For example, OntoDM [36] is a top-level ontology for data mining
concepts that describes basic entities aimed at covering the whole data-mining
domain, while EXPO ontology [37] is focused on modeling scientific experiments.
A more complete ontology is DMOP [38] which not only describes learning al-
gorithms (including their internal mechanisms and models), but also workflows.
Furthermore, a large set of data mining operators are described in the KD on-
tology [39] and the eProPlan ontology [40]. Regarding data mining workflows,
the KDDONTO ontology [41] aims at both discovering suitable KD algorithms
and describing workflows of KDD processes. It is mainly focused on concepts
related to inputs and outputs of the algorithms and any pre and post-conditions
for their use. Also, the Ontology-Based Meta-Mining of Knowledge Discovery
Workflows [42] is aimed at supporting workflow construction for the knowledge
discovery process. Moreover, in [43] authors propose a specific ontology to de-
scribe machine learning experiments in a standardized manner for supporting a
collaborative approach to the analysis of learning algorithms (further developed
in [44]). There are some projects that allow scientific community to contribute
with their experimentation in improving the knowledge discovery process. The
Machine Learning Experiment Database developed by University of Leuven [45]
offers a Web tool to store the experiments performed in a database and query
it. The e-LICO project funded by the Seventh Framework Programme [46]
developed a knowledge-driven data mining assistant which relies on a data min-
ing ontology to plan the mining process and propose ranked workflows for a
given application problem [42]. Regarding what meta-features to use, in gen-
eral, measurable properties of data sets and algorithms are chosen, for instance,
statistical or information-theoretical measures [47], landmarkers[48] or model
properties such as the average ratio of bias, variance error, or their sensitivity
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to noise [49] among others. The data context and its complexity for learning
task are also used [50].
Also, ontologies are used in approaches that guide data miners in their work.
For example [51] propose an ontology to create an intelligent data mining as-
sistant in order not to only provide novice data miners with a tool for data
interpretation, but also to manage the inherent complexities associated with
effectively using the available plethora of data mining tools, methods and algo-
rithms.
Intelligent support for data miners is also encouraged in [52] where authors
state that even students at the end of a long-term data mining course (i.e., novice
data miners) were overwhelmed by typical data mining task. To overcome this
scenario, they propose an intelligent data mining assistant by using semantic
web technologies.
Finally, in [19], authors propose an intelligent approach based on metalearn-
ing in order to guide novice users in data preprocessing before performing data
analysis. Authors analyze a wide range of data pre-processing techniques and
a set of classification algorithms in order to automatically suggest the transfor-
mations that improve the quality of the results of the algorithm on the dataset.
While this approach is focused on using metalearning for preparation of data
for analysis, the starting point of our approach is different, since it is based on
using the meta-features of data sources to support novice data miner in selecting
suitable algorithms.
3. Supporting novice data miners in selecting suitable algorithms
Our S3Mining framework (Supporting novice data miners in Selecting Suitable
mining algorithms) is composed of three main processes that use computer
standards and tools coming from model-driven engineering and scientific work-
flows. They aim to guide expert data miners in generating some assets that
later help novice data miners to apply suitable algorithms for specific goals.
The main processes (and their assets) within our S3Mining framework are as
follows:
1. Creating and populating a knowledge base to automatically keep know-
how of expert data miners by storing meta-features extracted from con-
ducted data mining projects.
2. Supporting expert data miners to build data mining algorithms’ recom-
menders by using the previously created knowledge base via experiments.
3. Guiding novice data miners in the execution of the aforementioned recom-
menders in order to get suitable algorithms to be applied to their input
dataset.
Every process in our framework is designed on the basis of model-driven soft-
ware development in order to (i) easily collect meta-features from data mining
experiments and represent them into the knowledge base, thus keeping uni-
formity with the information that is manipulated, (ii) manage all information
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independently from a specific database management system, thus achieving a
platform-independent framework, and (iii) use model transformations to auto-
matically generate our recommenders from the knowledge base.
According to [53], standarization of data mining does not mean to formally
describe what data mining is or what it does, but instead encouraging using
standards that support the data mining process. In this paper, different model-
driven software development standards and techniques have been used. For in-
stance, a metamodel has been specified to be able to create models that represent
a knowledge base containing meta-features from data mining experiments, and
a set of model-driven transformations have been developed to get these meta-
features from experiments and to derive and generate the knowledge base as
well as building the recommenders. Importantly, the processes of our S3Mining
framework are defined by means of scientific workflow models in order to orches-
trate these model-driven transformations together with execution of the data
mining experiments. The development of these scientific workflows and their use
within a model-driven development approach allow us to formalize the creation
of the knowledge base from a meta-learning perspective (i.e., including infor-
mation about the behavior of different data mining algorithms with regard of
the metadata of the sources) and their use to generate data mining algorithms’
recommenders.
Our S3Mining framework is implemented by using different tools: (i) sci-
entific workflows have been implemented in the Taverna Workflow Tool5, (ii)
metamodels and transformations have been implemented in Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF)6, and (iii) a RESTFul layer has been developed to create a
set of web services to be used by Taverna scientific workflows to execute EMF
artifacts. Finally, it is worth noting that all scientific workflows have been pub-
lished within MyExperiment platform7, thus allowing community to reuse our
approach.
It is worth noting that, although our framework is conceived for any data
mining technique, in this paper we only focus on data mining classification tasks.
3.1. Creating and populating the knowledge base
The process that supports expert data miners to add meta-features from
data mining experiments in the knowledge base is shown in Figure 2. The
process begins when expert data miners introduce input structured data sources
together with their mining requirements: selection of mining algorithms and
their settings, the attribute to predict, the meta-features to compute, and metric
and method for performance evaluation. Next, a scientific workflow is used to
compute meta-features of the input data sources chosen by the expert (e.g.,
domain of data, performance measure, etc.). Also, results of executing the





Figure 2: Developing and feeding our knowledge base
are acquired. All this information is stored in our knowledge base through
the definition of models conformed to a specific metamodel on data mining
experiments. As we pointed out in Section 1, we recall that input datasets must
be previously preprocessing by the expert.
This process is specified as a scientific workflow (see Figure 3) that allows
expert data miners to (i) create a knowledge base in which mining models from
experiments are stored, (ii) properly configure mining parameters, and (iii) pro-
cess the input structured datasets as required. This workflow has been designed
by using MyExperiment and it can be accessed on the Web8.
3.1.1. Process set up
The workflow begins with the selection of input structured datasets. Then,
expert users according to their criteria and expertise will launch the configura-
tion parameter phase in order to set up the following mining parameters:
1. Data mining task that the expert user wants to apply (i.e., classification,
regression, clustering, etc.). Selection of this data mining task is done in
the Select DataMining Task box9.
2. Performance metrics to evaluate the mining models (e.g., accuracy, f-
measure, sensitivity, specificity etc.). Expert user sets this performance
metrics to be measured in the Select Measure of Performance box10.
3. Method for measuring the performance of the mining classifier (e.g., cross
validation, hold-out, leave-one-out, etc.). This selection can be made and
8http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3843.html
9We would like to recall that experiments conducted in this paper focuses on classification.
10Although we use accuracy and f-measure in our experiments in Section 4, other metrics
can be defined here and used.
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Figure 3: Scientific workflow for creating the knowledge base
configured in the Select Method of Performance box.
Once the configuration parameter is done, the REST Get F iles Information
box extracts meta-feature values of the input dataset (i.e., number of attributes,
number of instances, numerical and nominal attributes percentages, etc.). These
meta-features, chosen by the expert, are later stored in the knowledge base.
3.1.2. Mining models
Next step consists on execution of the subworkflow for the application of
mining algorithms according to the parameter setting introduced by the expert
(see DataMiningAlgorithm NestedWorkflow in Figure 3). Datasets, data
mining algorithms, measure of performance, and the method for performance
evaluation are the inputs of this subworkflow, while models and their perfor-
mance metrics given by application of data mining algorithms are the output.
The REST DataMining Algorithms box aims at using some mining library
(for example, libraries from well-known tools as Weka11).
3.1.3. Extraction of meta-features
In the subworkflow Metafeatures NestedWorkflow, different types of meta-
features are considered and computed:
• Simple or general meta-features, such as the number of attributes, the
number of instances, the type of attributes (numerical, categorical or
11http://community.pentaho.com/projects/data-mining/
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Figure 4: DKMB metamodel that considers a knowledge base a set of models
mixed), the number of values of the target attribute and dimensional-
ity of the dataset, i.e., the ratio between the number of attributes and the
number of instances.
• Statistical meta-features (e.e., skew, kurtosis among others) to measure
the distribution of attributes and their correlation [54, 55].
• Information theoretic features used for characterising datasets containing
categorical attributes such as class entropy or noise to signal ratio [49].
• Model-based meta-features, which collect the structural shape and size of
a decision tree trained on the datasets [56].
• Landmarkers, which are meta-features calculated as the performance mea-
sures achieved by using simple classifiers [48].
• Contextual features, i.e., characteristics related to dataset domain [50].
We also consider extraction of meta-features in the sense of some recent
works [57, 50] that have used a set of data complexity metrics (provided by
DCoL tool [58] which measures characteristics of the data independently of the
learning method) as meta-features. A description of the DCoL meta-features is
included in Appendix B.
3.1.4. Knowledge base as a set of models
Our knowledge base aims to represent in a structured and homogeneous
manner all the meta-features previously extracted, as well as the results of the
mining models. Following the model-driven paradigm, our knowledge base is
uniform and automatically created as a repository of models, which conforms
to a metamodel that gathers the previous described meta-features from data
mining experiments that experts perform. This Data Mining Knowledge Base
metamodel is named as DMKB.
The elements that compose our DMKB are not restricted to certain meta-
features, since the DMKB metamodel supports creating new features as re-
quired. The definition of our metamodel (see Figures 4 and 5) is based on an
analysis of several data mining ontologies (see Section 2).
In order to facilitate the future manipulation of information stored in the
knowledge base, the DMKB metamodel is designed to group together all the
mining information, but also allowing that the information of each data source
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Figure 5: Metamodel for building models that belong to our knowledge base.
can be stored as individual models, according to the DMKBModel metamodel
(see Figure 4). Then, the models that conform to the overall DMKB metamodel
can be considered as a collection of all individual models (see Figures 4 and 5).
We refer reader to Appendix A for a description of each class that composes
the aforementioned metamodels.
3.1.5. Transformations supporting knowledge base creation
In this section, we introduce how our knowledge base is created conforming
DMKB metamodel. Specifically, a text-to-model transformation is developed
in order to create a DMKBModel. Transformation is defined by using the set
of classes generated by EMF to dynamically create different elements that con-
forms the DMKB metamodel. The Knowledge Base is created by means of a
Factory interface and every element from the input data sets and data mining
results are added with their corresponding information.
3.2. Building the data mining algorithms recommender
Figure 6 shows the process to be executed by the expert data miner in
order to configure those parameters required to build data mining algorithms’
recommenders. The expert user must first build an input data file by querying
the knowledge base to ask for any meta-feature previously stored, thus filtering
useful instances for the recommenders. Then, expert must configure several
parameters: the target attribute, the approach to built the recommenders, and
the performance evaluation method to be used (i.e., accuracy or f-measure,
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Figure 6: Building our data mining recommenders
among others). Finally, when expert data miner runs the selected approach
on the input data file, the recommenders are obtained. Different approaches
can be used for building the recommenders, e.g., in this paper we focus on
generating two kinds of recommenders (that later help novice users in selecting
classifiers for their new incoming datasets), namely (i) recommenders with meta-
classifiers, which select the best expected classifier, and (ii) recommenders with
meta-regressor, which generates a ranking of classifiers ordered by the chosen
performance metric.
3.2.1. Scientific workflow for recommender construction
A scientific workflow has been created for the expert data miner by using
MyExperiment12 to be able to set parameters and decide which are the best
recommenders (see Figure 7).
For each recommender, the expert data miner can configure each one of the
following parameters: select the data mining profile (Select DataMining Profile
box), the data mining measure to evaluate the performance of the recommender
(Select DataMining Measure), the testing validation method (Select Testing V alidation Method),
and the mining algorithm to be executed (Select Recommender Algorithm).
The information for the recommender to properly works is provided by the
knowledge base, acquired by the REST GetDMKB box. In the REST Recommender
box, the recommender is created. Also, the process to compare the obtained
result with previous ones is performed. Finally, the result is shown in the
12http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/4522.html
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Figure 7: Scientific workflow for recommenders construction
DomainRecommender box (domain refers to the fact that the recommender
can be feed with both open-domain data or specific-domain data). Addition-
ally, the obtained .arff files are given to the expert user too (arff file box).
3.2.2. Transformation for generating a recommender from the knowledge base
This section discusses the model-to-text transformation for obtaining the
required information from the knowledge base (represented as models, accord-
ing to the metamodel presented in Figure 4). Specifically, the transformation
creates text files, with valid .arff format, containing the meta-features from the
models belonging to the knowledge base. Our recommender system is then built
from the information stored in these .arff files. Acceleo13 is used to transform
the selected DMKB models to an .arff file. Acceleo is an open-source code gen-
erator to be used within EMF for creating transformations that derive text from
models. Our transformation will take those models that forms the knowledge
base as input, while a valid .arff file is derived as output.
1 @re la t i on KnowledgeBaseRandomForest
2 \%Complexity measures :
3 @attr ibute F1 numeric
4 @attr ibute F1v numeric
5 @attr ibute F2 numeric
6 @attr ibute F3 numeric
7 [ . . ]
8 \%Simple measures :
9 @attr ibute numIns numeric
10 @attr ibute numClass numeric
11 @attr ibute numAtt numeric
12 @attr ibute numClass1 numeric
13 [ . . . ]
14 \%S t a t i s t i c a l measures :
15 @attr ibute skAvg numeric
13http://www.eclipse.org/acceleo
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16 @attr ibute skMax numeric
17 @attr ibute skMin numeric
18 @attr ibute kurtAvg numeric
19 [ . . . ]
20 \%Landmarkers :
21 @attr ibute KNN1 numeric
22 @attr ibute BestNode numeric
23 @attr ibute RandomNode numeric
24 [ . . ]
25 \%Accuracy o f RandomForest :
26 @attr ibute RandomForest numeric
27 @data
28 1 . 8 2 6 , 5 . 8 4 5 , 0 , 0 . 3 3 1 , 0 . 6 0 1 , 0 . 4 0 4 , 0 . 1 4 1 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 1 7 3 , 0 . 4 2 3 , 0 . 1 1 7 , [ . . . ]
29 0 . 0 3 7 , 0 . 0 4 2 , 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 4 , 0 . 0 5 6 , 0 . 0 9 9 , 0 . 7 8 8 , 0 . 3 9 4 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 6 3 4 , 1 . 2 3 , [ . . . ]
30 [ . . . ]
Code 1: Excerpt of a sample derived .arff code
Acceleo works by creating a template where excerpts of code access the input
model elements and transform these elements into the corresponding output
code (i.e., text). A .arff file structure has two sections. The first section is
the header information, which is followed by the instances, i.e. data to be
processed. The header of the .arff file contains the name of the relation, a
list of the attributes, and their types. This transformation is executed for each
of the selected algorithms by the expert, thus obtaining one .arff file for each
algorithm. An example of such a .arff file is shown in Code 1.
3.3. Using the recommender
Figure 8 shows how a novice data miner may transparently use a recom-
mender and get a ranking of suitable algorithms. Expected inputs to be pro-
vided by novice data miner are: (i) requirements, i.e. kind of mining problem
to solve, and (ii) input datasets. Then, meta-features from the datasets are
extracted and a previously-built recommender is executed. As mentioned in
Section 3.2, the result offered by the recommender is either the best expected
algorithm or a ranking of algorithms, depending on their suitability for creating
a mining model that better fits the input dataset. It must be highlighted that
“fits” must be understood according to the criteria with which the recommender
was built (i.e., best accuracy, best f-measure, etc.). If different recommenders
with different approaches have been created by the experts for the same domain,
the novice user can choose one of them to be applied.
This process is implemented within a scientific workflow that can be used by
novice data miners to load their datasets and to obtain the recommendation.
3.3.1. Scientific workflow for novice data miners
Our scientific workflow for novice data miners is shown in Figure 9. It was
designed for the novice data miners to learn how mining algorithms behave
when applied on their datasets. This workflow has been designed by using
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Figure 8: Using the knowledge base for the data mining recommender
MyExperiment14. Interestingly, the whole process is transparent to the user,
since the workflow is the responsible for invoking the mining recommender, as
well as using the datasets required by the user, thus returning the ranking of
algorithms according to the design criteria of the recommender (e.g., sorted by
predicted accuracy that would achieve the model by applying different mining
algorithms15).
The workflow starts when a novice data miner loads input datasets into the
system (Load file and send arff server). Then, the meta-features of the input
dataset is measured (REST MetaFeatures). In the Select DataMiningTask
box, a training model is obtained from the data stored in the knowledge base.
Also, novice data miners may indicate which are their mining requirements
(i.e., which is the goal to be achieved when data is analyzed). These mining
requirements must be easily obtained from the novice data miner by means of
a set of questions (boxes Question Level1, Question Level2, Question Level3
and Question Level4). Questions are based on a taxonomy (developed in our
previous work [59]) that allows the scientific process to guide the novice data
miner in deciding the data mining technique to use. Table 1 shows sample
questions for data mining classification techniques.
With this taxonomy if, for example, the novice user wants to obtain a data




Table 1: Sample questions to guide novice data miner to select a mining technique
Level Question Answer Sample result
1 “What action do you
want to perform on your
data?”
Predict the value of an
attribute that matches
with the real answer
Predictive model
2 “Your target variable is
numerical or nominal?”
Nominal Type Attribute to predict
(e.g., a mark obtained
by one student in a
course), and these val-
ues are represented by
strings (e.g., “PASS” or
“FAIL”)
3 “Show list of nominal
attributes from the data
source”
One of the attributes
of nominal type of the
data source.
Actual final mark
this attribute is nominal (question 3), then it should be applied a classification
data mining algorithm. After determining mining requirements, a recommender
is executed by using the information from the models in the knowledge base,
as well as the meta-features of the input dataset. The output of this scientific
workflow is the algorithm recommendation (AlgorithmRecommendation box).
4. Experimental evaluation
In this section we explain how our framework was configured for building
two data-mining classification algorithms’ recommenders. The first one aims
to predict students’ performance in e-learning courses by using a collection of
datasets from Moodle, thus a domain-based recommender; while the second one
is a general-purpose recommender built from a set of datasets from the UCI
repository16. Furthermore, with the aim of showing its applicability and gener-
ality, the first data-mining algorithm recommender is built by using regression
techniques and its recommendation is based on the accuracy of the classifiers,
whereas the second one, is built by using classification algorithms and its recom-
mendation is based on the f-measure metric. Likewise, different meta-features
are used to characterise original datasets according to the data types that they
present. To describe each experiment, first an overview of datasets and meta-
features used to feed our knowledge base is described; next, the setting chosen
for each scientific workflow is explained and finally, the performance of each
recommender is shown. The performance of these recommenders is carried out
by comparing its answer with the one given by an expert data miner17.
16https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
17Authors of the paper play the role of expert data miners
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Figure 9: Scientific workflow for novice data miners
4.1. Experimentation with datasets from the educational domain
This experiment uses 30 datasets that gather the activity performed by stu-
dents in virtual and blended courses hosted in a Moodle e-learning platform.
This activity is measured by means of several metrics such as the total number
of sessions open by each student in the course and in each tool of the course
(tests, contents, forum, etc.), the number of self-tests performed, the number
of messages posted and answered in the forum, among others. All attributes
are numeric, except the class attribute which collects if the learner failed (pos-
itive class) or passed (negative class) the course. The size of these datasets
ranges from 13 to 504 instances and from 3 to 28 attributes. Next, we describe
how the workflows of our framework were setting to build this first algorithms’
recommender, based on meta-regressors.
4.1.1. Creating and feeding the knowledge base
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the creation and feeding of the knowledge base
(KB) is a task that must be performed by an expert in data mining. Expert
data miner will be in charge of selecting and preprocessing the datasets before
uploading to the KB, selecting the classifiers, the meta-features to be applied
and the performance measures from which, later, the algorithms’ recommender
for novice users will be built.
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In this experiment, we select eleven classifiers (offered by the Weka data min-
ing tool [60]) to be applied to input datasets, leaving their default settings: C4.5,
Ripper, OneRule, RandomForest, Cart, Ridor, LogisticRegression, Bayesian-
Network, NearestNeighbours with Generalization (NNge), Adaboost with De-
cisionStump and Bagging with DecisionStump. These were mainly selected for
two reasons: (i) belong to different learning paradigms, and (ii) generate mod-
els easy to interpret for a novice data miner. It must be pointed out that the
framework only includes white-box algorithms to meet this last requirement.
Next, from all the quality metrics available, we chose accuracy which returns
the fraction of predictions that our model got right. It is a measure easy to
understand and it is usually the first one in being evaluated in mining problems.
Furthermore, it is the most frequently used metric in the learning domain as
pointed out by [5].
Following, the method to measure the performance of each mining model
(experiment) must be selected [61]. Different approaches to validate and eval-
uate the mining models can be applied. One of them is the hold-out process,
which consists on dividing the dataset in two sets, the training set and the test
set. However, the main problem with the hold-out process is that its evalua-
tion results can be biased. To solve this problem, different approaches can be
used, such as repeated-hold-out or the well-known k-cross-validation method.
The k-cross-validation technique is used to reduce the bias of the evaluation
measures by applying a training and testing process iteratively k times with-
out overlapping, meaning that each instance is only used in the test set in a
single iteration, and in the training set in the rest k-1 iterations. Finally, the
evaluation measures obtained in each iteration, for example the accuracy, are
averaged.
In this case, as a consequence of the reduced number of instances that the
datasets include, a special variant of cross-validation, the leave-one-out cross-
validation strategy, is chosen. With this strategy, the number of iterations is
equal to the number of instances of the dataset, meaning that in each iteration,
only one instance is used as test, and all the rest are used as training. Although
it is well-known that this strategy is computationally demanding, it is the more
suitable in our experiment for the sake of achieving generalization [61].
Finally, the datasets meta-features must be extracted and stored. As a
consequence of the fact that all attributes in these datasets are numeric, the
following ones were computed: the number of attributes, the number of instances
and its dimensionality; the fourteen complexity meta-features offered by DCoL
software whose description is included in Appendix B and the accuracy of
five landmakers. These represent the performance achieved by weak classifiers
which are useful to predict the performance of strong classifiers. For this case
were used LinearDiscriminant (LD), BestNode with gain ratio criterion (BN),
RandomNode (RN), NäıveBayes (NB) and 1-NN (Nearests Neighbours with
k=1). As it can be observed, these landmarkers were built with other classifiers
than those used to build the meta-regressor.
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Figure 10: Working process of a recommender built by means of meta-regressors
4.1.2. Building and evaluating the recommender
Once our KB was fed with the 330 generated mining models (11 classifiers
x 30 datasets) and the meta-features computed from these datasets, we ran
the recommender system construction workflow. As it has been commented
in Section 3.2, at this point the expert user must choose the supervised algo-
rithm to build the recommender. In this experiment, a regressor will be chosen.
The working-process of a regression-based recommender system is shown in Fig-
ure 10. For each algorithm that the expert miner includes in the recommender,
the workflow builds a meta-regressor which predicts the expected performance
of this algorithm for a new incoming dataset provided by a novice user from the
meta-features extracted from it. Then, once the system computes the answer
of all meta-regressors, it generates a ranking of the classifiers for the dataset at
hand sorted by its performance, and finally chooses the one with the highest
expected performance.
The meta-regressors can be built by means of different regression algo-
rithms (such as Linear Regression, Support Vector Machines or Neural Net-
works, among others) using one of the performance measures available in the
KB for these algorithms and datasets (for instance, accuracy, specificity, sensi-
tivity or f-measure). The final decision will be made by the expert miner.
In this experiment, we used two different regression algorithms, Linear Re-
gression and Multi-Layer Perceptron. Finally, we show here the results achieved
with Linear Regression, which formula is shown in Appendix C, because these
were quite similar to the ones got with neural networks and this technique is
computationally less demanding and more interpretable. The performance mea-
sure used was accuracy.



































Meta-regressors for each classifier
Figure 11: RMSE per meta-regressor in the recommender system
we utilised the same 30 datasets applying a leave-one-out process. This means
that, for each test dataset, we built a recommender system with the remaining
29 datasets. Thus, this process was repeated 30 times with the aim of assessing
the recommender performance to select a good classifier for a novice user.
Figure 11 shows the average Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the 11
meta-regressors used to predict the accuracy of each of the 11 classifiers calcu-
lated by following the aforementioned leave-one-out process. It can be observed
that the RMSE is quite low in all cases ranging from 0.091 to 0.037. Therefore,
it can be said that these meta-regressors have a high predictive power to choose
the best classifier for future datasets.
If we sort these 11 classifiers by the accuracy they achieved for each dataset,
the recommender selected one ranked in the first quartile for 17 out of 30
datasets (see Figure 12). This means that the recommender chose a classi-
fier with one of the highest accuracies in the 56.67% of times. Moreover, the
best classifier was selected in 7 out of 30 datasets. We can also observe that
for 25 datasets, more than the 83%, the classifier recommended one ranked in
the first or second quartile and only selected one with lower accuracy in 2 cases,
representing the 6.67%.
Next, we show the recommendation and the ranking reached by the classi-
fiers for 2 of the 30 datasets tested, which are named dataset1 and dataset2 in
Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Columns “Pred. Acc.” and “Pred. Rank” mean
the real accuracy achieved by the classifiers and their real position in the rank-
ing, whereas columns “Pred. Acc.” and “Pred. Rank” represent the predicted






















Quartiles given the accuracy
Figure 12: Times that the meta-regressor chose a classifier whose accuracy corresponded to
one belonging to that quartile
the recommender system.
As it can be observed in Table 2, the recommender chose LogisticRegression
algorithm as classifier for the dataset1 , which is, in fact, the classifier with the
second best real accuracy. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that the classifiers
which achieved the worst real accuracy for this dataset1, OneRule, Adaboost,
Ripper, C4.5 and Bagging, are ranked in the last positions. Table 3 gathers the
same information for the dataset2. Again, the recommender selected a classifier,
RandomForest, whose accuracy is the second highest, meanwhile the classifiers
with lowest real accuracy are ranked at the bottom.
4.2. Experimentation with datasets from UCI repository
This experiment uses 61 datasets from UCI repository18, which are briefly
described in Appendix D. All of them were published to apply classification
algorithms on them. These include nominal attributes and different number
of classes to be predicted. The size of these datasets ranges from 10 to 10992
instances and from 4 to 280 attributes. Next, we describe how the workflows of




Table 2: Ranking of classifiers generated by S3Mininng for dataset1
Classifier Pred. Acc. Real Acc. Pred. Rank. Real Rank.
LogisticRegression 0,8152 0,7969 1 2
BayesianNetwork 0,8125 0,7813 2 3
NNge 0,7992 0,8906 3 1
RandomForest 0,7961 0,7813 4 3
Cart 0,7678 0,7813 5 3
Ridor 0,7625 0,7656 6 6
Bagging 0,7623 0,7344 7 8
C4.5 0,7566 0,7500 8 7
Ripper 0,7460 0,7344 9 8
Adaboost 0,7394 0,7344 10 8
OneRule 0,7198 0,7344 11 8
Table 3: Ranking of classifiers generated by S3Mininng for dataset2
Classifier Pred. Acc. Real Acc. Pred. Rank. Real Rank.
RandomForest 0,8824 0,8808 1 2
Bagging 0,8705 0,8808 2 2
Cart 0,8693 0,8757 3 6
AdaBoost 0,8677 0,8653 4 7
C4.5 0,8660 0,8808 5 2
Ripper 0,8657 0,8860 6 1
NNge 0,8656 0,8653 7 7
BayesianNetwork 0,8606 0,8806 8 5
OneRule 0,8603 0,8446 9 10
LogisticRegression 0,8246 0,8290 10 11
Ridor 0,8082 0,8549 11 9
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4.2.1. Creating and feeding the Knowledge Base
For this experiment, the workflow was run following the steps described in
Section 3.1. The following 8 classifiers were selected leaving their default set-
tings: Nearest Neighbours, LADTree, NaiveBayes-Tree, END, OneRule, C4.5,
Nearest Neigbours with Generalization and AdaBoost with DecisionStump.
These were chosen with the same criteria as in the previous experiment.
The quality metrics utilised in this experiment was f-measure, which is the
harmonic mean of the precision and the recall or sensitivity. We chose it because,
as accuracy, it is a measure easy to understand. Furthermore, this allows us to
show the flexibility of our framework to build different recommenders. Again,
a leave-one-out cross-validation strategy was used to calculate the f-measure of
each classifier over each dataset.
In the last step, we selected the following meta-features: degree of class-
unbalance with chi-square, entropy of numerical attributes and entropy of nom-
inal attributes as statistical measures suited for nominal attributes; number of
attributes, classes and instances as simple measures; and as landmarkers, the ac-
curacy obtained by DecisionStump (DS), NaiveBayes (NB) and 1-NN (Nearests
Neighbours with k=1) algorithms.
4.2.2. Building and evaluating the recommender
Once our KB was fed with the 488 generated mining models (8 classifiers
x 61 datasets) and the meta-features computed from these datasets, we ran
the recommender system construction workflow. At this point the expert user
must choose the supervised algorithm to build the recommender as well as the
performance measure to be predicted. In this study, we show the results achieved
by building the meta-classifier with C4.5, a tree-based mining model that is
easily interpretable and f-measure as performance measure to be predicted.
The working-process of a classification-based recommender system is shown
in Figure 13. It is quite different from the regression-based recommender built in
the previous experiment, in where a meta-regressor must be constructed for each
one of the classifiers. In this case, only a meta-classifier is needed. This meta-
classifier has the meta-features of each dataset in the experiment as predictor
attributes and as class value to predict the best classifier for each one of them,
that means, the classifier with the highest performance. So, when a novice data
miner provides the system with a new dataset, this recommender will directly
output the algorithm that is expected to have the highest performance, instead
of generating a ranking of classifiers.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the recommendations made by S3Mining,
we utilised the same 61 datasets applying a leave-one-out process. This means
that, for each test dataset, we built a recommender system with the remaining
60 datasets. Thus, this process was repeated 61 times with the aim of assessing
the recommender performance to select a good classifier for a novice data miner.
Figure 14 displays the f-measure achieved by the best classifier per dataset
versus the f-measure obtained by the classifier recommended by our system. As
it can be observed, the recommended classifier has a f-measure quite close to
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Figure 13: Working process of the recommender built by means of meta-classifiers
the best for the majority of datasets, except for 7 cases which represents only
11%.
The effectiveness of our approach can be better seen in Figure 15. If we
sort the 8 classifiers by the f-measure that they obtained for each dataset, the
recommender selected one ranked in the first or second quartile for 36 out of 61
datasets (59.02% of times). Moreover, the best classifier was selected in 11 out
of 61 datasets, and one of the first quartile in 20 out of 61. Only in 7 cases a
dataset of the fourth quartile was chosen.
5. Conclusions and future work
The application of data mining techniques is commonly known as a hard
process generally based on trial and error empirical methods. As a consequence
of this fact, they can only be applied by data mining experts. In this paper,
model-driven engineering and scientific workflow standards and tools are used
for defining the S3Mining framework in order to support novice data miners in
the application of classification algorithms over their structured data. Specifi-
cally, the following contributions have been achieved in this paper:
1. A metamodel that contains those useful concepts for representing models
representing experiment data mining meta-features as a knowledge base.
2. Scientific workflows (that includes model-driven transformations) for (i)
providing a mechanism for expert data miners to easily obtain all the infor-
mation to automatically create and feed the knowledge base, as well as (ii)
for offering novice data miners a mechanism to obtain a recommendation


















































































































































































































































































































































Quartiles given the accuracy
Figure 15: Times that the meta-classifier chose a classifier whose accuracy corresponded to
one belonging to that quartile
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3. A set of experiments addressed to build recommenders are shown as proof
of feasibility of our framework.
4. A public implementation of the workflows in Taverna, which are available
on the Web19.
Our knowledge base can be also useful as a resource for non-expert data
miners to learn about algorithms’ behaviour and how the parameter tuning
impacts on models.
As avenue for future work, we plan to study how recommenders can be
included in our framework for other data mining algorithms apart from classi-
fication ones, e.g., for clustering [62] techniques. It is worth noting that this
paper avoids dealing in detail with preprocessing techniques as we assume that
the data sets are already preprocessed. As future work, we therefore consider
different approaches of data-preprocessing and how they can be included in
our framework. Other interesting challenge is the study of different types of
recommendation approaches, like collaborative filtering [63] or trust-based rec-
ommendation [64]. Finally, the development of crowdsourcing techniques in
order to collaboratively create the knowledge base is also planned as future
work (e.g., in the sense of [65] that proposes the application of crowdsourcing
and some techniques from open innovation to the scientific method for creating
a collective intelligence), since it includes many challenges, as stated by [17],
such as encouraging researchers to create training data needed to automate the
generation of knowledge bases in different fields of research.
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Appendix A. DMKB metamodel class specification
A detailed description of each of the classes that compose the DMKB meta-
model is presented in this appendix.
DMKB. This is the main class that represents the Data Mining Knowledge
Base. From the relationship hasModels contains elements of type DMKBModel.
DMKBModel. This is the class that contains the useful elements for repre-
senting a Data Mining Knowledge Base (DMKB). The DMKBModel is a class
that gathers all the information that is generated after analyzing a new
data source. It collects the specification of a model in which the follow-
ing information can be stored: input datasets, metafeatures, data mining
algorithms, parameter-setting and data mining performance metrics.
19http://www.myexperiment.org/users/workflows/16696
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DataSet. It describes the dataset used for generating the information included
in the knowledge base. Each DataSet is composed of different fields. Each
dataset belongs to a domain and contains a set of dataset metafeatures.
Field. It represents a piece of data contained in the DataSet. This piece of
data is identified by a name. Also, the kind of field must be defined (by
means of an enumeration called FieldKind) and its type (by means of an
enumeration called FieldType). This class contains a set of metafeatures
values that are related to the field.
FieldKind. It is an enumeration class for defining the type of value that the
field instances may contain (continuous, categorical or mixed).
FieldType. It is an enumeration class for representing the type of each Field
(numeric, date, nominal or string).
DataSetDomain. Domain which a specific dataset belongs to.
MiningModelPerformance. This class collects measures for evaluating the
performance of each model (e.g. accuracy, f-measures, etc.).
Algorithm. This class represents information about the data mining algo-
rithms that could be executed. Each algorithm belongs to a specific tech-
nique. (e.g. NaiveBayes, J48, RandomTree or Adaboost).
Parameter. It is a class that collects values of initial parameters when exe-
cuting an algorithm. This class contains the name of parameter and its
value.
Technique. This class defines a set of existing data mining approaches (e.g.
tree-based classifiers, rule-based classifiers, distance-based clustering, and
so on) inside each kind of problem. It contains a subgroup attribute in
case that the algorithm requires to be further classified.
MiningTask. It defines the different kinds of data mining tasks (e.g. classifi-
cation, prediction, clustering, etc.).
Metafeature. It is an abstract class that represents information related to the
different criteria that can be presented either in a DataSet (DatasetMetafeature)
or in each Field (FieldMetafeature). For each metafeature, a ComputationMode
is defined to described how it is calculated (e.g. Pearson correlation
method), and a MeasureUnit that represents the corresponding unit of
measure if necessary.
DatasetMetafeature. This class inherits from the Metafeature class and col-
lects values for each dataset metafeature defined.
FieldMetafeature. It inherits from the Metafeature class and gathers a value
for specific Field class.
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PredictedField. This class inherits from Field and is designed to identify the
target attribute that must be predicted when a type of problem is classi-
fication or regression.
ClassMeasuresValues. This class gathers the performance measures achieved
by the mining model built for each value of the target attribute.
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Appendix B. Complexity measures specification
Next, we provide a textual description of the complexity measures provided
by DCol software20 and used in our experiments as meta-features. A statistical
description of these complexity measures can be found in [58].
F1 : The maximum Fisher’s discriminant ratio.
F1v : The directional-vector maximum Fisher’s discriminant ratio.
F2 : The overlap of the per-class bounding boxes.
F4 : The maximum (individual) feature efficiency.
F4 : The collective feature efficiency.
L1 : The leave-one-out error rate of the one-nearest neighbor classifier.
L2 : The minimized sum of the error distance of a linear classifier.
N1 : The fraction of points on the class boundary.
N2 : The ratio of average intra/inter class nearest neighbor distance.
N3 : The training error of a linear classifier.
L3 : The nonlinearity of a linear classifier.
T1 : The fraction of maximum covering spheres.
T2 : The average number of points per dimension.
Appendix C. Linear regression formula for building the meta-regressor
models
The formula of the Linear Regression algorithm for building the meta-regressors
of the experiment in Section 4.1 is shown in Equation C.1, where PredictedE-
valMeasure is the evaluation measure to be predicted (e.g., Accuracy), M are
the meta-features of the datasets used as predictor values, n is the number of
meta-features, and w and b represent the regression coefficients.
PredictedEvalMeasure = w1 ∗M1 + w2 ∗M2 + ... + wn ∗Mn + b (C.1)
20https://github.com/nmacia/dcol
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Appendix D. Description of UCI datasets used in the experiments
Datasets from UCI repository21 used in our experiments (described in Sec-
tion 4.2) are shown in Table D.4. More information can be found in the UCI
repository web22.
Table D.4: Description of UCI datasets used in the experiment in Section 4.2
























bridges version2 13 107























solar-flare 2 13 1066
spect test 23 187
solar-flare 1 13 323
ecoli 8 336
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